"Implementing Clockwork" Discussion Prompts

We strongly suggest that you have an open and honest conversation with your team about why you are clockworking + your vision for the company.

Here are some discussion prompts you can use in that meeting:

For the owner to share/ask:
- Why we decided to clockwork the business.
- Goals of clockworking.
- The benefits to the team of a clockworking.
- The benefits to the business of clockworking.
- The vision for the business once it is clockworked.
- What you as the owner are most excited for.
- What you as the owner are most unsure about.

Questions to ask the team:
- What are some of your fears/hesitations around us implementing the clockwork system?
- What are you most excited for about us implementing the clockwork system?
- What are your goals for this Clockworked business?
- What is your dream job?
- How do you want to spend your day at work?
- What is most important to you in the workplace?